How do renewable sources stack up
compared to our energy consumption?
Can developed countries live on their
own sustainable energy, with no change
in lifestyle?
Could “new technologies” solve all our
carbon dioxide problems?
How can each country – and the world –
put together an energy plan that adds up?
If you’ve ever wondered how much energy we use, and
where it comes from – and where it could come from
– but are fed up with all the hot air and “greenwash”,
this is the book for you.
Renewable resources are “huge”, but our energy
consumption is also “huge”. To compare “huge” things
with each other, we need numbers. This book cuts
through all the contradictory statements from the media,
government, and lobbies of all sides. It gives you the
numbers and the facts you need, in bite-sized chunks,
so you can understand the issues yourself.

“This year’s must-read book
about tackling our future
energy needs.”
The Guardian

“A book about climate change
that gets rave reviews from folk
at oil companies,environmental
groups and the Number One Blog of
All Time has to be worth a peek.”
ENERGYSOURCE,
The financial times

“For anyone with influence on
energy policy, whether in
government, business or a
campaign group, this book
should be compulsory reading.”
Tony Juniper
Former Executive Director,
Friends of the Earth

David MacKay is a Professor in the Department of
Physics at the University of Cambridge and a Fellow
of the Royal Society.

“... A high priority book on a high
priority problem”
William W Hogan,
Harvard University
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If you’ve thrown your hands up in despair thinking no
solution is possible, then read this book – it’s an
honest, realistic and humorous discussion of all
our energy options.

SUSTAINABLE ENERGY-- WITHOUT THE HOT AIR

If we want to kick our addiction to oil,
coal and gas, what are the options?

“THIS BOOK IS A
TOUR DE FORCE ...
AS A WORK OF
POPULAR SCIENCE
IT IS EXEMPLARY”
THE ECONOMIST

“This is to
energy and climate
what Freakonomics
is to economics.”
Cory Doctorow,
boingboing.net
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